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Unit One Reading: The Fox and the Grapes

Reading: The Fox and the Grapes
Once there was a smart fox. As he was walking near a farm, 
he saw a lovely bunch of black grapes. They were hanging 
high on a vine. The vine had wound itself round and round 
a tree. “Oh, how I would love to eat those grapes,” said the 
fox to himself.

The fox jumped very high, but he couldn’t reach the 
grapes. He jumped again and again, but it was no use. “No 
problem. I will climb the tree,” he said. He tried to climb the 

trunk, but it was too straight and smooth. He kept sliding down. 

The fox shook the tree, but nothing happened. He found a long stick and 
tried to knock the bunch of grapes down. The stick broke in two bits. The 
fox was becoming hot and bothered. Next, he tried tossing stones at the 
grapes, but he kept missing. 

The fox felt very hungry and very angry. He had tried all day to get the 
bunch of grapes. He had failed every time. At last, he turned away and 
muttered, “I don’t want them anyway! They were probably sour and 
horrible!” 

 Test Yourself

1. What did the fox do before he shook the tree?
a.  He threw stones

b.  He tried to climb up.

c.  He used a stick.

d.  He sat down.

2. What is the main purpose of the text
a.  To amuse.

b.  To entertain.

c.  To teach a lesson.

d.  To teach about foxes.

3. Which words show the fox becoming upset?
a.  ‘kept missing’

b.  ‘hot and bothered’

c.  ‘no problem’

d.  ‘tried all day’

Unit One
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Unit One Reading: The Fox and the Grapes

Spelling

Use Look-Say-Cover-Write-Check to learn these words.

vine angry

stick began

wanted again

grapes reach

shook high

1. Choose a word from the list to complete each sentence.
a. The bunch of                                                looked delicious.

b. The fox could not                                                the grapes.

c. The fox                                                the tree.

d. The fox tried                                                and again.

e. The grapes were                                                above the ground.

f. The fox felt very                                                when he failed.

2. Fill in the blanks to write list words correctly.
a. s h     k d. v     e g. h     h j. b e g   n

b. a g     n  e. a n   r   h. g r   p   s 

c. s t      k f. r     c h i. w   n t   d 

3. Write in alphabetical order.
a. vine, stick, wanted, grapes, shook

 

b. angry, began, again, reach, high

 

 Test Yourself

1. Find spelling mistake in each sentence. Write the correct spelling on the line.
a. The grapes were too hih.                                                         

b. The fox tried to get the graps.                                                         

c. The fox begun to get tired.                                                         

d. The fox shuk the tree.                                                         

e. The fox tried agen to climb the tree.                                                         
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Unit One Reading: The Fox and the Grapes

Grammar 

A simple sentence has a subject, verb and object.  A simple sentence makes sense on its 
own, e.g.  The fox wanted the grapes.

1. Draw lines to match these subjects and verbs with objects to make correct sentences. 
a. The fox saw a long, bushy tail.

b. Some foxes live the fox.

c. A fox has  a large bunch of grapes.

d. The other animals watched in the bush.

2. Circle Yes if the group of words is a complete sentence. Circle no if it is not.
a. One sunny morning. Yes / No

b. Foxes are smart. Yes / No

c. The fox went away. Yes / No

d. All day long. Yes / No

e. The fox became angry. Yes / No

f. A big bunch of grapes. Yes / No

g. The fox loved grapes. Yes / No

h. The stick broke in two bits. Yes / No

3. A simple sentence can state a fact or ask a question.  Write S if the sentence is a 
statement and tells a fact.  Write Q if it asks a question.
a. We buy grapes in summer.                          

b. Grapes can be green or black.                          

c. Are you hungry?                          

d. Have you ever seen a fox?                          

e. Do you like grapes?                         

f. The fox shook the tree.                         

g. The grapes looked delicious.                         

h. Wasn’t the fox silly?                         

 Test Yourself

1. Circle the subject, tick the verb and underline the object in each sentence.
a. Our teacher read this story.

b. The story teaches a useful lesson.

c. The fox didn’t get the delicious grapes.

 SAMPLE
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Unit One Reading: The Fox and the Grapes

Punctuation

Sentences begin with capital letters.  Sentences that are statements end in full stops.  
Sentences that are questions end in question marks.

1. Rewrite these sentences correctly.  Put a capital letter at the beginning and a full stop or 
question mark at the end.
a. the fox was hungry  

b. the grapes were black  

c. was it a sunny day  

d. the other animals watched  

e. was the fox angry  

f. did the fox eat the grapes  

g. the fox shook the tree  

h. did the fox climb the tree  

 Test Yourself

1. tick the sentence in each pair that is correct.
a.  The fox jumped again and again 
 The fox jumped again and again.

b.  Will the fox have any dinner? 
 Will the fox have any dinner.

c.  the trunk of the tree was smooth. 
 The trunk of the tree was smooth.

Vocabulary
1. Circle the word which has nearly the same meaning as the word from the text.

a. smooth long  /  coarse  /  silky

b. happen end  /  occur  /  start

c. tried attempted  /  thought  /  worked

2. ‘Bunch’ is the collective noun for a group of grapes.  Match each collective noun with 
the members of its group.

crowd posy herd flock cloud class

a. A                                              of cattle. d. A                                              of insects.

b. A                                              of sheep. e. A                                              of students.

c. A                                              of people. f. A                                              of flowers.

3. Which is the odd-one-out in each group?  Circle it.
a. koala, wombat, snake, kangaroo c. tree, soil, plant, shrub

b. grapes, apples, oranges, onions d. angry, furious, calm, cross
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Unit One Reading: The Fox and the Grapes

Writing Task

Imagine that you are the fox and retell the story from your point of view.  Make up your 
own title, e.g. My Dreadful Day.

Remember to 
use ‘I’, ‘my’ and 
‘mine’.

Use 
descriptive 
words for 
your feelings: 
excited, 
hungry, angry 
…

Use dialogue 
if you wish.  
What did you 
say to the 
other foxes 
later?SAMPLE
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Answers to English 3

Unit One: The Fox and the Grapes
Test Yourself
1. b.    2. c.    3. b.

SPELLING
1. a. grapes    b. reach    c. shook    d. again    
e. high    f. angry
2. a. shook    b. again    c. stick    d. vine    e. angry    
f. reach    g. high    h. grapes    i. wanted    j. began
3. a. grapes, shook, stick, vine, wanted
 b. again, agry, began, high, ready
Test Yourself
1. a. high   b. grapes   c. began   d. shook   e. again

GRAMMAR
1. a. The fox saw a large bunch of grapes.  
 b. Some foxes live in the bush.  
 c. A fox has a long, bushy tail.  
 d. The other animals watched the fox.
2. a. No    b. Yes    c. Yes    d. No    e. Yes    f. No    
g. Yes    h. Yes
3. a. S    b. S    c. Q    d. Q    e. Q    f. S    g. S    h. Q
Test Yourself 
(Brackets = circle for subject, bold = tick for verb)
1. a. (Our teacher) read this story.
 b. (The story) teaches a useful lesson.
 c. (The fox) didn’t get the delicious grapes.

PUNCTUATION
1. a. The fox was hungry.
 b. The grapes were black.
 c. Was it a sunny day?
 d. The other animals watched.
 e. Was the fox angry?
 f. Did the fox eat the grapes?
 g. The fox shook the tree.
 h. Did the fox climb the tree?
Test Yourself
1. a. Second.  b. First.  c. Second.

VOCABULARY
1. a. silky    b. occur    c. attempted 
2. a. herd    b. flock    c. crowd    d. cloud     
e. class  f. posy
3. a. snake    b. onions    c. soil    d. calm

Unit Two: Robots
Test Yourself
1. c.    2. d.    3. b.    4. c.

SPELLING
1. a. wheel, what    b. robot, explore, shipwreck, 
often    c. shipwreck    d. wheel, what, often
2. a. he, heel   b. hat, at   c. spa/ace, pace   d. of, ten    
e. sea, arch    f. or, ore    g. hip, ship, wreck    h. rob
3. base, explore, often, robot, shipwreck, what
Test Yourself
1. a. base  b. robot  c. often  d. lake  e. search

GRAMMAR
1. shoe, cat, house, book, lake, cake, church, 
teacher, goat, sister
2. a. sailor, brother  b. school, post office  
c. giraffe, fox  d. truck, pizza
3. a. Robots, ships, floor, ocean
 b. Robots, machines
 c. Robots, legs, wheels
 d. robot, building
 e. Robots, volcanoes
 f. robots, kilograms
Test Yourself
1. a. school, bus  b.  garden, flowers   c. bed, dog  
d. robot, sea  e. friend, budgie  f. toast, honey

PUNCTUATION
1. a. Q    b. E    c. S    d. Q    e. S    f. E    g. Q    h. E   i. S
Test Yourself
1. a. [.]    b. [?]    c. [.]    d. [!]

VOCABULARY
1. a. handy  b. unwise  c. unusual
2. a. crater  b. disaster  c. chores
3. a. ways  b. weighs

Unit Three: Evonne Goolagong
Test Yourself
1. d.    2. b.    3. c.    4. d.

SPELLING
1. a. af + ter   b. wish + es   c. ten + nis   d. play + er
2. a. wishes    b. coaches    c. matches    d. lunches    
e. crashes    f. bunches    g. pinches    h. flashes    

Answers
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